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Abstract

Phylogenetic trees are unordered labeled trees in
which each leaf node has a label and the order among
siblings is unimportant. In this paper we propose a new
similarity measure, called TreeRank, for phylogenetic
trees and present an algorithm for computing TreeRank
scores. Given a query or pattern tree � and a data tree�

, the TreeRank score from � to
�

is a measure of the
topological relationships in � that are found to be the
same or similar in

�
. The proposed algorithm calculates

the TreeRank score in �	��
������� time where 
 is the
number of nodes appearing in both � and

�
, and � is

the number of nodes in
�

. We then develop a search en-
gine that, given a query or pattern tree � and a database
of trees � , finds and ranks the nearest neighbors of �
in � where the “nearness” is measured by the proposed
similarity function. This structure-based search engine is
fully operational and is available on the World Wide Web.

1 Introduction

Scientists model phylogenetic relations using un-
ordered labeled trees and develop methods for construct-�
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ing these trees [2, 7, 19, 20].1 Different theories con-
cerning the phylogenetic relationship of the same set of
species often result in different phylogenetic trees. Even
the same phylogenetic theory may yield different trees
for different orthologous genes. With the unprecedented
number of phylogenetic trees constructed based on these
various theories, the need to analyze the trees and man-
age phylogenetic databases is urgent and great [27]. One
important problem in this domain is to be able to com-
pare the trees, thus possibly determining how much two
theories have in common [5, 11, 16, 21]. The common
portion of two trees may represent the actual phyloge-
netic relationship of the corresponding species.

Our motivation for studying the tree matching prob-
lem comes from the development of tools for analyzing
the phylogenetic data. One particular tool we are devel-
oping is a system for searching phylogenetic trees. Given
a query or pattern tree � and a set of data trees � , this
search engine is able to find and rank nearest neighbors
of � in � . The importance of nearest neighbor searching
for trees, particularly in phyloinformatics, has been ad-
dressed in the literature [32, 33, 34, 37]. Central to our
search engine is an algorithm for computing the similar-
ity score from � to each data tree

�
in � .

Our data consists of the phylogenetic trees
stored within the widely used phylogenetic infor-
mation system TreeBASE [30, 31], accessible at
http://www.treebase.org.2 Existing algorithms
are mainly concerned with constructing the phylogenetic
trees and finding the consensus of two trees, as opposed
to information retrieval and ranking. By taking advan-
tage of the properties of the phylogenetic trees and by
utilizing the additive distance matrix [6] widely adopted
in phylogenetic analysis, we propose a new similarity

1These trees could be rooted ones, or could be unrooted ones, i.e.
free trees. In this paper we focus on rooted, unordered phylogenetic
trees.

2TreeBASE is a joint research effort developed at Harvard, UC
Davis, Leiden University and the University at Buffalo.



measure, called TreeRank, for comparing the trees and
for retrieving and ranking these trees while performing
nearest neighbor searches in the phylogenetic database.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 discusses some properties of phylogenetic trees we
observed in TreeBASE. Section 3 shows how to calcu-
late TreeRank scores for the phylogenetic trees. Section
4 presents the algorithm for nearest neighbor searching.
Section 5 reports implementation efforts. Section 6 dis-
cusses related work. Section 7 concludes the paper and
points out some future work.

2 Phylogenetic Trees

In general, phylogenetic trees are structures used in
biology to model the evolution of various life forms and
thereby the relationship of a particular life form with
other life forms. The currently existing life forms or or-
ganisms usually appear as leaf nodes in these trees.3 Each
internal node of one such tree represents an inferred an-
cestor organism of the organisms represented by its child
nodes. There can be multiple levels of ancestors, with
multiple organisms sharing the same ancestors.

For the phylogenetic trees in TreeBASE (and for those
generated by any of the modern programs), the following
properties hold:� each leaf node has a label and that label appears only

once in the tree, though it may appear in other trees;� each non-leaf node either has a label that appears
nowhere else in the tree or has no label;� each unlabeled internal node has at least two chil-
dren. An unlabeled internal node stands for an ex-
tinct species from which new species branched out.

We propose to adapt additive distance [2, 6, 15] to
compare phylogenetic trees. Additive distance is widely
used in phylogeny analysis. Given a two-dimensional ad-
ditive distance matrix 
 in which each entry 
�� ���! #" is
an integer, a free tree $ is called an additive distance tree
with respect to 
 if, for every pair of labeled nodes �%�&�' (�
in $ , the path connecting node � and node  has exactly
�� �&�' )" edges.4 Figure 1 shows an additive distance ma-
trix and its corresponding additive distance tree. In the
figure, for example, 
�� *+�',)" = 
�� ,-�.*)" = 4 meaning that

3More precisely, an organism (species or taxon) name appears as a
label of a leaf node in a tree.

4A free tree is an unrooted unordered tree, which is also known as
an undirected acyclic graph [36, 40].
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Figure 1. An additive distance tree and its
distance matrix.

there are four edges in the path connecting nodes * and, .5 In general, each edge in an additive distance tree may
be associated with a weight. In that case, 
�� ���! #" equals
the sum of weights of the edges in the path connecting� and  . Given an additive distance matrix, many pro-
grams available on the Web can be used to reconstruct its
phylogenetic tree [35].

In the following section we modify the additive dis-
tance matrix, and propose an UpDown matrix and a new
distance measure, called UpDown distance, for compar-
ing two rooted unordered phylogenetic trees.

3 UpDown Distance

3.1 Up and Down Operations

As stated above, we focus here on rooted unordered
phylogenetic trees satisfying the three properties de-
scribed in Section 2, and refer to these trees simply as
trees when the context is clear. We consider two types
of operations, up and down, between any two nodes in
a tree. These operations are intended to capture the hi-
erarchical structure in the tree (reminiscent of the “up”
and “down” operations used to define the partial order on
pairs of nodes in [22]). If  is a child node of � , we use 0/1� to represent an up operation from  to � , and use �2  to represent a down operation from � to  . Then, for
any pair of nodes 3 , 4 in the tree $ , one can count the
number of up and down operations to move, say a token,
from 3 to 4 .

For example, consider the tree in Figure 2 and the two
nodes “fox” and “rabbit” in the tree. It takes two up op-
erations (“fox / carnivore” and “carnivore / mammal”)

5In the paper, we often refer to a node by the label of that node and
vice versa when the context is clear.
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Figure 2. Illustration of up and down oper-
ations between two nodes in a tree.

and one down operation (“mammal
2

rabbit”) to go from
“fox” to “rabbit” in the tree. As another example, it takes
one up operation (“dog / carnivore”) and one down op-
eration (“carnivore

2
fox”) to go from “dog” to “fox” in

the tree.

3.2 UpDown Matrix

Given a tree $ , we can now build two matrices, re-
ferred to as the Up matrix 5 and the Down matrix

�
, of

integer values where 56� ���! #" represents the number of up
operations from node � to node  in $ and

� � ���! #" rep-
resents the number of down operations from � to  in the
shortest path. Obviously 5	� ���!�7" =

� � ���!�7" = 0 for any
node � in $ .

Figure 3 shows a tree and its Up and Down matrices.
Notice that one of the internal nodes, namely the parent
of 8 and 9 , does not have a label. The unlabeled node
does not appear in the matrices. Comparing the Up and
Down matrices with an additive distance matrix, cf. Fig-
ure 1, we note the main difference is that the additive dis-
tance matrix 
 is built for an unrooted unordered tree,
i.e. a free tree. Each entry 
�� ���! #" represents the number
of the undirected edges on the path connecting � and  .
Thus, 
 is symmetric and 
�� �&�' )" = 
��  7�'�-" . By con-
trast, the Up and Down matrices are built with respect
to a rooted tree and take into account the up and down
operations along the directed edges between two nodes.
Consider, for example, the nodes , and 8 in the tree $
in Figure 3. If this tree were treated as an unrooted free
tree, the number of edges between , and 8 would be 3.
However, 5	� ,7�.8:" = 1 (representing 1 up operation, ,1/;* )
and

� � ,7�.8." = 2 (representing 2 down operations, * 2=<
and

<>2 8 where
<

represents the unlabeled node in $ ).

Notice also that in this example, 5	� 8?�',)" = 2 which is not
equal to 5	� ,7�.8:" . Likewise

� � ,7�.8:"&@A � � 8?�.,B" .
The following are some facts that can be observed

directly from the above definitions.

Fact 1. For any pair of nodes � ,  in a tree $ , 56� ���! #" =� �  7�'�-" .
Hence, from matrix 5 , we can obtain matrix

�
,

and vice versa. We will therefore only use matrix5 throughout the paper and refer to it as the UpDown
matrix. The UpDown matrix describes the structure of $ .

Fact 2. For each node � in a tree $ , 5	� ���!�7" =
� � �&�'�-" =

0.

Fact 3. Suppose � ,  are two nodes in a tree $ and � is
the parent node of  . Then
(i) 5	� �&�' )" = 0 and 5	�  7�'�-" = 1;
(ii) For each node C in $ , CD@A � , CE@A  , such that C is
not a descendant of � , 5	� CF�! #" = 5	� CF�!�7" and 5	�  7�'CG" =5	� �&�'CG" + 1.

3.3 TreeRank

In general, when using a search engine, if the user
inputs a query tree with three nodes “fox”,“dog” and
“tiger” plus their parent node “mammal”, the user often
expects to see data trees in search results containing these
nodes. If the user doesn’t want to see a search result con-
taining, for example, a node “tiger”, he or she can simply
input a query tree having “fox”, “dog” and “mammal”
only.

This implies that in designing a search engine and sim-
ilarity measure, the following two criteria should be con-
sidered together:

1. whether all, or at least most of, the labeled nodes of
the query tree � occur in a data tree

�
;

2. to which extent the query tree � is similar to the data
tree

�
in structure.

With these criteria in the mind, we seek nodes in�
that match nodes in � when comparing � with

�
.

Specifically, let H7I be the set of labeled nodes in � and
let H7J be the set of labeled nodes in

�
. Let 5KI represent

the UpDown matrix of � and let 5LJ represent the Up-
Down matrix of

�
. Let M denote the intersection of H I

and H J ; let N denote H IPO H J . We define the UpDown
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Figure 3. A tree and its Up and Down matrices.

distance from � to
�

, denoted 5�Q �SR CT4 ,)UWVYXZ�%�[� � � , as

5�Q �=R CT4 ,#U\VYXZ���[� � � A^]_#`)a ]b `)aKc 5dIG� ���! #" O 5LJe� ���! #" c �
]_#`#f ]b `#f 5 I � �&�' )"

The TreeRank score from � to
�

, denoted$Tgih?h?j;*k4mln���[� � � , is calculated by

$1g?h?h?j0*k4mln�%�[� � � A �!o O 5�Q �SR CT4 ,#U\VYXZ���[� � �p _#`kqYr p b `kqsr 5 I � ���! #" �t oYu#ukv
The TreeRank score from � to

�
is a measure of the

topological relationships in � that are found to be the
same or similar in

�
. If � and

�
are the same or if

one can find a substructure in
�

that exactly matches � ,
then $1g?h?h?j0*k4mln�%�[� � � = 100%. On the other hand, if� and

�
do not have any labeled node in common, then$Tgih?h?j;*k4mln���[� � � = 0. The time complexity of the algo-

rithm for computing $Tgihsh?j0*k4mln�%�[� � � is �	��
�e�w�x�
where 
 is the number of nodes appearing in both �
and

�
, and � is the number of nodes in

�
.

4 Nearest Neighbor Searching

Figure 4 shows a query tree � and a data tree
�

that
satisfy the three properties described in Section 2. In the
biological sense, when comparing � with

�
, their dis-

tance should be 0. Motivated by this example, we incor-
porate a data tree reduction technique into our nearest
neighbor searching algorithm, which works as follows.

mammal

dog fox

dog wolf

carnivore rabbit

fox

mammal

rabbitcarnivore

DP

Figure 4. Example trees.

Consider a query tree � and a data tree
�

and their
UpDown matrices. Find the column and row indexes of
the nodes in the intersection of H I and H J . Mark those
matching nodes in

�
with asterisks. If two distinct nodes

of
�

are marked, then their least common ancestor is also
marked. We then consider the reduced data tree

�>y
of�

that contains only the marked nodes. Equivalently,
we remove unmarked nodes having only one neighbor
(this must preserve connectedness). The above removal
might yield additional unmarked nodes with one neigh-
bor, which themselves will be removed. If an unmarked
node 4 is connected to two other nodes 3�z and 3 � , then
remove 4 and link 3�z and 3 � . This too preserves con-
nectedness. Continue doing these two operations until
neither can be done. The node removal operation is sim-
ilar to the “degree-2 delete” operation defined in [40]
where a node can be deleted when the node’s degree is
less than or equal to 2. Notice that after reduction, the
UpDown matrices will change, and we use the new ma-
trices to calculate the similarity score of � and

�
.

Figure 5 presents an example. In the figure, (i) shows
a query tree, (ii) shows a data tree in which some nodes
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Figure 5. Example showing how the data tree reduction technique works in nearest neighbor
searching.

are marked, and (iii) shows the reduced tree of the data
tree in (ii). In performing nearest neighbor searches, our
algorithm first applies the tree reduction technique to a
data tree

�
, and then calculates the TreeRank score from

the given query tree � to the reduced tree of
�

using
the formula described in Section 3.3. The resulting score
is then presented as the similarity score from � to

�
.6

For example, in Figure 5, since the TreeRank score from
the query tree in (i) to the reduced data tree in (iii) is
100%, our algorithm displays the data tree in (ii) with a
100% similarity score to the query tree. This matching
technique yields a similar effect as tree matching with
variable length don’t cares [33, 34], though the proposed
approach does not require the user to explicitly specify
the don’t cares in the query tree.

5 Implementation

We have incorporated the nearest neighbor searching
algorithm proposed here into a Web-based system. The
search engine is implemented using Java, HTML, Perl
CGI, and C. It is fully operational and is accessible at
http://aria.njit.edu/ { biotool/treeran
k.html. Figure 6 shows the software architecture of
the search engine. The system is comprised of four
components: Web-based Interface, Query Proces-
sor, Structure Viewer and Performance Log. From
Web-based Interface, the user is able to type in his/her
own query (an example tree), upload the query tree

6We consider a data tree | to be a neighbor of } if } and | share
at least one common leaf label. Otherwise | is not a neighbor of } and
is not displayed as a search result.
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Figure 6. The software architecture of the
proposed search engine.

from a file, or use and modify a sample query provided
by the system. Query Processor searches TreeBASE
for phylogenetic trees that are nearest neighbors of the
query tree using the algorithm described in Section
4. Structure Viewer displays the trees using either a
parenthesized string notation or a dendrogram format,
which are presented to the user via Web-based Inter-
face. User queries and their time stamps are maintained
in Performance Log, which helps to analyze user needs
and better tune the system for working more effectively.
The search engine is connected to TreeBASE on the Web
and therefore it uses the visualization tools available in
TreeBASE for displaying trees graphically.

Figure 7 shows the system’s main screen and query
interface (the upper left window), a query tree (the lower
left window), and the query tree’s nearest neighbor in



Figure 7. An example query and search results displayed via the Web-based interface of the
proposed search engine.

TreeBASE (the right window). In the main screen, the
query tree is expressed in the parenthesized string nota-
tion; in the other two windows this same query tree and
the nearest neighboring tree are viewed in the dendro-
gram format. In general, to view a tree in the dendro-
gram format, the user would need to click the icon with
the pencil overlaid upon the phylogenetic tree in the main
screen. To view the parenthesized string notation, the
user would need to click on the “Text” link in the main
screen.

Figure 7 shows that Tree1411 is ranked highest, which
is the nearest neighbor of the query tree with a 100%
similarity score. Other similar trees are also displayed
and ranked, from top to bottom, based on their similar-
ity scores. For each displayed data tree

�
, when click-

ing on the icon in its “Neighboring Trees” column, the

system will initiate a new search using
�

as the query
tree, and rank and display

�
’s nearest neighbors in Tree-

BASE. The “Taxa Overlap” column shows the number of
leaves (taxa)

�
has that also appear in the query tree. The

system only displays similar trees whose “Taxa Overlap”
column has a number greater than 0.7 Notice that even
though the top five ranked data trees all have the same
“Taxa Overlap” value, namely 4, only Tree1411 has a
similarity score of 100%. The other four trees only have
a similarity score of 83%.

Referring to the right window in Figure 7, the entire

7If a data tree does not share any common taxon with the query tree,
our algorithm filters out the data tree immediately without applying tree
reduction to it and calculating its similarity score. This filter works well
in practice. Our benchmark result shows that for many query trees, the
proposed system can perform a search on a set of approximately 1500
trees in about one second on a SUN Ultra 20 workstation.



Tree1411 is drawn and the user can use scroll bars to
view portions of the tree. Named clades (labeled internal
nodes) are indicated by a red dot. Each leaf node (taxon,
species, or organism) has a number next to its label. This
number represents the number of studies in TreeBASE
the taxon is found within. If the user clicks on this num-
ber, he or she is linked to TreeBASE so that he or she
can search on that taxon about those studies. The spe-
cific taxa specified within the query tree are highlighted
in Tree1411 using underscored red font with a green cir-
cle next to the taxon’s name. It should be pointed out that
after applying the tree reduction technique to Tree1411,
the reduced tree is exactly the same as the query tree.
Consequently the similarity score for Tree1411 is 100%.

6 Related Work

In the past, a number of similarity and distance mea-
sures for phylogenetic trees have been proposed. Various
algorithms for tree matching [1, 13, 18, 26, 29, 37, 39]
and for tree reconstruction [2, 10, 22, 38] have been stud-
ied. Different theories, when applied to finding the phy-
logenetic relationship of the same set of species, often
result in different phylogenetic trees. To determine how
much two theories have in common is a fundamental
problem in computational biology and in phyloinformat-
ics.

The most comprehensive algorithmic and software
tool in this field is perhaps the COMPONENT package
(http://taxonomy.zoology.gla.ac.uk/rod
/cpw.html) developed by Page at University of
Glasgow. It provides several ways of finding the con-
sensus of two phylogenetic trees. The first is to see
whether they have similar “quartets” which are based
on adjacency relationships among all possible subsets
of four leaf species. The similarity is then computed as
the proportion of quartets that are shared in the two trees
[3, 5, 14].

Partition distance treats each phylogenetic tree as un-
rooted and analyzes the partitions of species resulting
from removing one edge at a time. By removing an edge
in a tree, one is able to partition that tree. The difference
between two trees is defined as the number of edges for
which there is no equivalent (in the sense of creating the
same partitions) edge in the other tree [12].

The maximum agreement subtree between two phylo-
genetic trees $ z and $ � is a substructure of the two trees
on which the two trees are the same [8, 9, 17, 22, 23, 24].
Commonly such a subtree will have fewer leaves than
either $mz or $ � . By contrast, a consensus tree has the

same number of leaves as the original trees $�z and $ � ,
assuming those trees have the same set of species. Con-
sensus trees should be used gingerly, however, because
a consensus tree is not a phylogeny unless the two trees
are isomorphic. Instead, consensus trees are a convenient
way to summarize the agreement between two or more
trees. Consensus trees can be formed from cluster meth-
ods (strict, majority rule, semi-strict, or Nelson) or by
intersection methods (Adams); see [12, 25, 28] for more
details.

The last dissimilarity measure implemented in COM-
PONENT is the nearest neighbor interchange (NNI) dis-
tance. Given two unrooted unordered trees $�z and $ �
with the same set of labeled leaves, their NNI distance
is the number of NNI operations needed to transform $~z
to $ � . Finding the NNI distance between two trees is
NP-hard. Brown and Day [4] developed several approx-
imation algorithms to calculate the distance, which are
implemented in COMPONENT.

In contrast to the above distance and similarity mea-
sures, which are developed for comparing two trees, pos-
sibly with some constraints (e.g. the two trees must have
the same set of leaves), TreeRank is mainly designed for
nearest neighbor searching in phylogenetic databases. In
[34], we presented an approach called ATreeGrep, which
measures the distance between two general rooted un-
ordered trees by counting the mismatching paths in the
two trees. By utilizing a suffix array index structure,
ATreeGrep focuses on fast retrieval in a database of gen-
eral rooted unordered trees. The tool has been applied to
processing XMLs [33] and phylogenies [32]. It allows
the user to add variable length don’t cares to a query tree
when a certain portion of a data tree is unimportant or
unknown in matching with the query tree. By contrast,
TreeRank is specially designed for rooted phylogenetic
trees that satisfy the three properties described in Section
2. It captures the structural difference of a data tree with
respect to the query tree by considering the up and down
operations in the two trees. The nearest neighbor search-
ing algorithm proposed here employs the data tree reduc-
tion technique described in Section 4, without asking the
user to explicitly specify variable length don’t cares in
the query tree.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have presented a new approach to
nearest neighbor searching among phylogenetic trees.
Given a query or pattern tree � and a database of trees � ,
the proposed approach finds and ranks data trees

�
where



�
is similar to � , and

�
shares at least one common leaf

label with � . If
�

doesn’t share any common leaf label
with � , our approach eliminates

�
without computing

the similarity score from � to
�

.
In practice, another interesting search function is to

find data trees in � that are within UpDown distance � of
the query tree � . We have implemented a filter to speed
up this type of retrieval, which works as follows. For the
database of trees, we create a hash table keyed by pair of
node labels and each hash bin contains tree identification
numbers. The pair can be in alphabetical order because5	� �&�' )" =

� �  +�!�7" for any pair of node labels �����! �� (cf.
Fact 1 in Section 3). Now given the query tree � , we con-
sider each pair of node labels in � and see which trees of
the database the pair is in. (This requires time indepen-
dent of the size of the database.) Sort the data trees by
the number of hits.

When evaluating a data tree
�

, we get a lower bound
on the distance from � to

�
by looking at 5KIG� ���! #" where5dI is the UpDown matrix of � and �����! �� is a pair in �

that is missing from
�

. The lower bound is computed
by summing up 5LIG� ���! #" for all pairs of �����! �� of � that
are missing from

�
. If the lower bound is already greater

than � , we can eliminate
�

from consideration without
calculating the distance of � and

�
. Furthermore, if a

data tree
�

has a set � of l hits and it is decided
�

doesn’t qualify to be a solution after calculating the dis-
tance of � and

�
, then any data tree

��y
that only has� y of l y hits, where l yL� l and � y is a subset of � , will

not be a solution and hence can be eliminated from con-
sideration. We found experimentally that this filter helps
to eliminate, on average, more than 95% of data trees in
performing nearest neighbor searches in TreeBASE. In
separate experiments in which generated trees were used,
we found that the same filtering ratio was achieved when
the size of the database increased.

The proposed algorithms have been used for analyzing
the structures of phylogenetic trees and for performing
structure-based retrieval in TreeBASE. We have focused
here on rooted unordered trees in which edges are not
weighted. Our future work includes (i) adding weights
to edges based on phylogenetic considerations and (ii)
finding consensus trees in clusters based on this or similar
measures.
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